TRANSFORMATION OF INNER-URBAN LANDSCAPES

ATHENS FUTURES

CO-ORGANIZED BY:
- public event
- ATHENS

SUPPORTED BY:
- NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS
- SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
- TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY MUNICH
- COLLABORATION OF ACADEMY, PRAXIS AND ADMINISTRATION FOR THE FUTURES OF THE CITY.
- moderation P. TOURNIKIOTIS T. ROIDIS
- MASTERCLASS WORKSHOP ON ATHENS’ VISIONARY FUTURES
- participating universities:
  - TU - MUNICH
  - NTU - ATHENS
  - AU - THESSALONIKI
  - TU - CRETE
  - UNIV - PATRAS

17:00
workshop previews

18:15
panel discussion

19:30
keynote lecture

JOSEP BOHIGAS
BARCELONA REGIONAL
- BARCELONA’S URBAN STRATEGIES: WINNING, LOSING AND TRYING TO RECONQUER

FRIDAY, 06 MAY 2022
KAFTANTZOGLOU HALL
NTUA ATHENS